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Abstract
When watching pictures or videos, the Human Visual System has the potential to concentrate

on important locations. Saliency detection is a tool for detecting the abnormality and randomness
of images or videos by replicating the human visual system. Video saliency detection has received a
lot of attention in recent decades, but due to challenging temporal abstraction and fusion for spatial
saliency, computational modelling of spatial perception for video sequences is still limited.Unlike
methods for detection of salient objects in still images, one of the most difficult aspects of video
saliency detection is figuring out how to isolate and integrate spatial and temporal features.Saliency
detection, which is basically a tool to recognize areas in images and videos that catch the attention of
the human visual system, may benefit multimedia applications such as video or image retrieval, copy
detection, and so on. As the two crucial steps in trajectory-based video classification methods are
feature point identification and local feature extraction. We suggest a new spatio-temporal saliency
detection using an enhanced 3D Conventional neural network with an inclusion of histogram for
optical and orient gradient in this paper.

Keywords: Histogram of optical flow (HoF), Histogram of oriented gradient (HoG), Human
Visual System (HVS), Saliency detection, salient object detection, salient region detection.
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1 Introduction
In these images, human vision has the extraordinary ability to distinguish visually variable objects

and regions. Human vision studies can help solve computer vision application issues. And scientists
are intrigued by its ability to detect artefacts or regions that reflect a scene, a process known as
saliency detection. The principle of saliency detection is depicted in Figure 1. The first column
includes the original pictures. As shown in Figure, significant objects or sectors are identified and
separated from the context in saliency detection. The human visual system acts as a filter, directing
further focus to the most appealing and interesting regions or objects for further analysis. Humans
may show visual fixation, which is the practice of keeping one’s gaze fixed on a single point. Some
visual saliency models are based on this visual perception phenomenon and aim to predict human
fixations [1]. Furthermore, some visual saliency models are powered by computer vision applications
and seek to classify the salient regions in a picture or video [2].

The automated measurement of significant regions and objects of images with no preceding infer-
ence or information is referred to as saliency detection. Saliency is typically defined as the difference
between a pixel and its immediate surroundings. Visual models, strictly combinations of computa-
tional models are all used in saliency models. Purely computational models do not take into account
the visual features of the human eye, while others do. Visual models, which can be loosely divided
into two categories: attention models and salient region detection models, receive more attention. The
former employs a selective visual attention system to dynamically sample the scene’s most relevant
visual content. These models develop a set of visual focus points that pinpoint the important items.
The latter is responsible for detecting and segmenting the entire object or area.

The identification of saliency is a hot topic in computer vision. Intensive study has been undertaken
out for salient object prediction to classify the most significant or visible object regions with the
advancement of object-based computing vision applications [3][4][5]. These methods vary from early
saliency estimation algorithms, which concentrated on positioning human eye fixations [6], in that they
aim to highlight the entire salient object regions. In general, salient object tracking models produce
large, well-connected salient areas. A video salient object detection system for locating primary
salient objects in complex scenes in this paper. For each video frame, it generates a gray-scale saliency
diagram, with brighter pixels indicating higher saliency values. Bottom-up mechanisms are used in
most conventional salient object detection for images. Low-level features along with heuristics are used
in these models, [7],[8]. While these bottom-up saliency models yield remarkable results, they are not
without flaws. They don’t produce clear saliency values for the entire salient object and the entire
context, particularly when the object has multiple components or the context is cluttered. Bottom-up
methods use pixels or super pixels as core elements to infer saliency, which causes this phenomenon.
Working on the full object level will be more normal from the standpoint of human experience. Since
pixel and superpixel level methodology lack object-level functionality, they are unable to fully achieve
the goal of retrieving salient object regions. This problem, however, has yet to be tackled in traditional
approaches. Visual focus is an important process in the Human Visual System (HVS), and has been

Figure 1: Salient object or region
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extensively studied in visual perception studies and neuroscience. While observing at a visual scene,
our visual focus system filters out the bulk of the irrelevant details and concentrates on the important
bits. In general, there are two approaches to visual attention: top-down and bottom up, a task-
driven mechanism also termed as Top-down attention, is dictated by specific prior experience, such as
assignments, aspirations, and current objectives, while bottom-up attention, also known as a stimulus-
driven methodology, determines salient regions spontaneously based on the feature distinction from
low-level aspects such as, colour, and texture in visual scenes and luminance.

Figure 2: Motion Surface Capture

Saliency regions can be derived from visual sections using visual attention modelling. In general,
an image pixel’s saliency is well-defined as the likelihood of that pixel being beheld at. There are
two types of saliency detection models currently available: eye fixation prediction and salient object
detection models. Salient object predicting models focus in locating the entire salient objects in visual
scenes, while human fascinationestimate models much focusfor locating fixation regions where human
eyes search during scene viewing. Due to their broad applications, various types of saliency detection
models have been investigated over the last decade [9][10][11][12]. Itti et al. suggested a multi-scale
low-level function model of visual saliency based on colour, luminance, and orientation[13]. In the
study [14], a biologically inspired framework was suggested using graph theory as a result of its work.
The HVS seems to deal with goals from different scales, according to some psychological research
[15,16]. Yan et al. [17], inspired by these studies developed a classified saliency estimate model to
solve the issue of small-scale salient object discovery.

2 Existing Methods

2.1 Predictive video saliency method (PVSM):

Saliency, which is described as irregularity, unpredictability, rarity, or surprise, is a perceptual
quality that distinguishes an item, individual, or pixel from its surroundings and thus attracts our
attention.Saliency methods such as [18][19][20] are important for computer vision. There are two
types of video detection methods. One considers optical flow only as a part of features before taking
into account video saliency continuity between consecutive frames, whereas the other handles a video
frame by frame without considering motion detail. The pitfall of this model lies at detection of still
images.

2.2 Deep learning for video saliency detection (DVSD):

The proposed deep video saliency model is made up of two modules: a dynamic saliency network
and a static saliency network, both of which are used to capture the spatial - spectral statistics
of dynamic scenes. The static saliency network’s saliency estimates are integrated into the self-
motivated saliency network, allowing our method to learn how to fuse static and dynamic saliency
detection automatically and generate final saliency results have spatiotemporal featureare much less
computational load. Using video sequences or scene comprehension [21]inferring the important case.
The concept of saliency has been broadened to include apprehending popular saliency among related
videos and images [22]. However, the above approaches and conventional saliency detection have
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significant variations. Saliency maps generated with high quality for still images on two data sets as
DAVIS and FBMS. The failure of this approach lies at Optimal results need to be achieved.

2.3 Video Saliency Detection using object proposals (OVSD):

Identification of salient object regions in videos with an effective usage of object proposals. A pro-
posal ranking with object candidates, and voting scheme is used to screen out non-salient pieces, pick
object regions with salient features, and conclude an initial saliency approximationfounded on various
saliency cues object-level.Saliency features related to visual tracking [23], center-surround contrast
prior and both background prior are utilized for effective detection of video saliency [24][25]. Rela-
tively than individually measuring saliency values are obtained at different levels, our approach used
a more instinctual graphical saliency analysis to specifically locate candidate salient object proposals.
Even in the presence of a cluttered backdrop, the proposed system is having maximum salient parts
with complex motion patterns, compared to state-of-the-art methods. The drawback of the proposed
method lies in not determining tasks relevant to stereo saliency.

2.4 Video saliency detection by gestalt theory (GVSD):

Based on Gestalt theory and cues with spatiotemporal nature, a novel framework for video saliency
detection has been created. To calculate the feature contrast for spatial saliency estimation, extracted
spatial features such as luminance, colour, and texture. Extracted motion features are determined
by optical flow for temporal saliency prediction. The spatiotemporal saliency mapsare created by
combining temporal and spatial saliency, as well as uncertainty weighting transversely modalities, as
determined by Gestalt theory’s two laws common fate of similarity. Yuan et al. developed a denser
and sparse labelling system for saliency detection based on deep neural networks in [26]. Using a con-
volutional LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) architecture, Wang et al. [27] proposed a video saliency
prediction model. On three public databases, experimental findings resembles that the proposed video
saliency detection model outclasses other existing models. The failure of this approach lies at exclusion
of High-level spatial features as the approach was limited to low level spatial features.

Table 1: Showing the comparison of existing methods
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3 Architecture of the proposed model
Spatiotemporal and combining spatiotemporal features can be learnt using Conv3DNet and De-

conv3DNet. Three successive video frames ((I_(t-1),I_t,I_(t+1)) loss propagation in forward direc-
tion can be measured in Conv3DNet using a classification model with a video frame (It) and point
cloud map Gt. The pooling 3D layer, convolutional 3D layer and pooling 3D layer are denoted as
k*k*d, which are considered in 3D convolutional layer with kernel/stride size. The output form of 3D
convolutional and 3D de convolutional layers are denoted as f*h*w*c, where h represents the height,
f as input video frames number, w and c as width and channels for the considered video frames.

Figure 3: Architecture of the proposed video saliency detection model

Architecture of the proposed video saliency detection model
Input: Let ν,τ ,λ,β, γ be the video, temporal window and parameters For the given video at each
patch do
1: Temporal surroundings of the window are identified.
For
tεΩ
2: Temporal dictionary is generated by using all temporal patches
End for
3: temporal saliency is calculated
4: except the overlapped patch all other patches are used for building dictionary temporal
5: special saliency is calculated
End for
6: combine temporal and spatial saliency Sal =(sal)_T + (Sal)_S
Output: saliency maps for all frames in the video
Where temporal saliency is given as And spatial saliency is given as The weight inversely proportional

to uncertainty since more uncertainty should be assigned a lower ultimate saliency prediction weight
are set. To summarize, Ut denotes spatial saliency whereas Us denotes temporal saliency. Each video
frame’s spatiotemporal saliency map may be estimated with a combination of spatial and temporal
saliency with uncertain grading as follows:
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3.1 Conv3DNet

Five blocks of Conv3DNet, each with three 3D convolution layers and three 3D pooling layers,
with Reluoperations andbatch normalization. each block in order to create feature maps with a 7 * 7
size, we construct five team blocks for the suggested model. The 3D convolutional procedure is shown
in Fig. 3. The output extracted features will be bottom and sparse as a result of the convolutional
and pooling processes’ rapid pace. This is why we utilize Deconv3DNet to learn elevated spatial
and temporal characteristics.Down sampling and sparsification occur as a result of convolutional and
pooling processes. As a result, we utilize Deconv3DNet to teach ourselves about high-level temporal
and spatial characteristics. the video frames (It-1, It, It+1)are sent into the Conv3DNet, which learns
the coherence and motion between them. This information is crucial for video saliency recognition.
After performing a convolutional operation, the resulting feature map Y is designated as follows:

Figure 4: 3D convolutional operations

For a 3-D convolutional layer, the kernel is a cube of size (in depth, in spatial filter size) d * k * k.
Feature maps are measured in terms of their width (W) and height, (H) respectively.

3.2 Deconv3DNet

The proposed Deconv3DNet uses 3D deconvolutional and unpooling operations to combine spa-
tiotemporal data in video sequences and up-sample feature maps’ resolutions. The Deconv3DNet we
created has five group operations in it: three 3D deconvolutional layers, three 3D unpooling levels, and
a set of four batch normalization layers. For the first and second groups, we offer a 3D deconvolutional
and 3D unpooling layers with Relu operation and batch normalization. In the last three groups, we
use a 3D convolution layers, two 3D unpooling and deconvolutional layers strides are set to 122 in
order to increase the 3-D size of extracted features, whereas the temporal measurement is resolved to
1 because we want to determine the saliency map of a time with unitary frame.
To maintain as many high-level saliency signals as feasible, we use an additional 3D convolutional
layer with a size of 224 224 1 when generating the final saliency map. Here, we utiliseRelu as the
input signal of deconvolutional and convolutional layers. The squared Euclidean error is utilised as
the gradient descent. With (I, G), we have a set of training samples consisting of three frames with
the form h * w * 3 and the video frame’s ground truth map Gt, which is denoted by (I, G),It.
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4 Experimental setup
A Graphic User Interface is designed dedicatedly using Visual Studio IDE to gather the per-

formance of existing method. Visual C++ is used to script the proposed method. Existing work
implementations are fetched from GitHub code repository as Common Language Runtime (CLR)
[32][33][34][35]Library. Implementation of the proposed method is done with 32-bit application com-
patibility to maintained uniformity of the existing methods. All methods are blended as x86 assembly
CLR Runt time Library. DAVIS and SegTrackV2 datasets are used to evaluate the existing and pro-
posed methods. Precision and F-Measure values are measured for existing and proposed methods
with the above-mentioned datasets to make an upright comparison. Precision is measured for the
corresponding recall values from 0 to 1 in 0.1 steps. Similarly, F-Measure values are calculated for the
threshold values from 25 to 250 in step 25.

Figure 5: saliency map samples (a): input file (b): special saliency map (c): temporal saliency map
(d): output fie

4.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

4.1.1DAVIS (Densely Annotated VIdeo Segmentation): [36] consists of fifty full HD video se-
quences in high quality that span multiple instances of prevalent video object segmentation difficulties
like occlusions, motion blur, and appearance changes. Each video is accompanied by ground truth
segmentation that is densely annotated, pixel-accurate, and per-frame.
4.1.2 SegtrackV2: The SegTrackv2 dataset [37] is made up of 14 videos that have frame-by-frame
ground-truth annotation. There are single and multiple objects, as well as slow and fast motion,
bisecting and communicating objects.

5 Results
The results are obtained with the help of two parameters such as F-Measure and Precision which

are obtained from two different considered dataset as DAVIS and SegtrackV2. Precisionis a metric for
how accurate a classifier is. A higher precision indicates less false positives, whereas a lower precision
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indicates a higher number of false positives. The correctness, or sensitivity, of a classifier is measured

Figure 6: Obtained Precision values graph of proposed and existing methods From DAVIS Dataset

Table 2: Obtained Precision values of proposed and existing methods From DAVIS Dataset

by recall. The higher the recall, the less the false negatives, because when lower the recall, the falser
negatives. High precision values refer to high reliability of the proposed system.
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Figure 7: Obtained Precision values graph of proposed and existing methods from segtrackV2 Dataset

Table 3: Obtained Precision values of proposed and existing methods from SegtrackV2 Dataset

As it is observed from the precision values for both the data sets when our proposed system is
compared with other existing state of art models for the considered two different datasets it is observed
that higher precision values are obtained which indicates the reliability of the system.
F-Measure: The F measure is a metric for determining how accurate a test is. It’s measured using
the test’s precision and recall.
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Figure 8: Obtained F-Measure values Graph for proposed and existing methods from DAVIS Dataset

Table 4: Obtained F-Measures values of proposed and existing methods from DAVIS Dataset

with precision equaling the numbers of successfully predicted positive outcomes divided by the
total number of positive results, including those that weren’t, and sensitivity equaling the numbers of
successfully predicted positive results divided by the total number of samples that should have been
positive.
From both the datasets when our proposed system results are compared with the existing state of
art methods it is found that our obtained results are more benefited and higher than the existing
system there by indicating that the probability of getting high accurate reliable values are possible by
our proposed system. Which indicates that in video saliency the classification of both temporal and
special saliency can be achieve with correct values from the proposed system.
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Figure 9: Obtained F-measured values graph of proposed and existing methods fromSegtrckV2
Dataset

Table 5: Dataset character mentioned

6 Conclusion and future extension
For effective saliency detection in video, the results obtained from our proposed method when

compared with the existing state of art method it is clearly noticed that the precision and F measure
values which are obtained are better and fine when compared with the existing methods. According to
the findings of the experiments, building a video saliency detection algorithm using 3D convolutional
operations for learning spatio - temporal features is far more effective than using time-consuming
hand-crafted characteristics to learn these features. An efficient method for obtaining spatiotemporal
information between successive frames is the Conv3DNet (It-1, It, It+1)which consists of a collection
of 3D convolutional layers. In addition to learning the ultimate spatiotemporal saliency map for
video, the Deconv3DNet integrates the spatial and temporal characteristics from the Conv3DNet.
This indicates that the classification for both the special and temporal features can be achieved with
the proposed reliable system. In future we will extend the same patters on still image special and
temporal saliency detection which is merely challenge task.
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